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ARK JOHNSTON set yet

another record when

Kingsley Park 11’s

Bavardages recorded a

pillar-to-post success in a nursery at

Kempton on October 28 and became the

236th winner of the year for the yard,

writes John Scanlon
The victory was a new British record

for the most winners trained on the Flat in

a calendar year. It meant Johnston Racing

surpassed the 235 winners achieved by

both Richard Hannon Snr, in 2013, and

then by Richard Fahey two years later.

Mark had become the first trainer to top

200 winners in a year in 2009, when he

sent out 216 British winners. Having

repeated that feat on seven occasions up to

last year, the yard’s previous best tally was

set in 2018 at 226 wins.That milestone

was matched this year when Mister

Chiang won at Southwell on September

26, and the Hannon/Fahey record was

equalled when Bo Samraan battled to

victory at Pontefract on October 21.

But there was then a nervous week-long

wait for the record-breaking success,

partly because of desperate weather

conditions which saw a host of fixtures

abandoned and ground conditions on turf

tracks generally being on the heavy side. 

On October 28, Bavardages stepped up

in trip when making his handicap debut in

a seven-furlong nursery at Kempton.

Driven into an early lead by Joe Fanning,

the Dream Ahead colt led his 12 rivals into

the straight. Despite edging to his left,

Bavardages found extra for pressure in the

closing stages and held off his challengers

a touch cosily in the end.

At the post, Bavardages prevailed by

three-quarters of a length from Kuwaity,

who just got up to deny Bryn Du of

second by a short head.  The record had

finally been clinched. And a measure of

the magnitude of doing so is that the 236-

mark was reached with more than two

months of the year still to go.

Trademark

A particularly pleasing aspect of how

the record was set was that Joe Fanning

was in the saddle when Bavardages

scored. Joe’s contribution to the success of

the yard over the years has been

immense, and, like so many of his

winners for the stable, this was

achieved courtesy of his trademark

pace-setting tactics.

The new record follows hard

on the heels of Mark becoming

the winningmost trainer in British

racing history last August, when

another Kingsley Park partnership

horse, Poet’s Society, gave him his

4,194th career success, and the record set

in July of this year when the yard sent

out 50 winners in a calendar month.

While Mark was delighted to

have set the new record, he

was at pains to point out

that running plans were

not dictated by

actively seeking to

set records. 

“Our ethos is

to maximise

what we get

out of every

single one

of the

horses in

our

care

for

the benefit of

our customers, the

owners,” he told the

Klarion. 

“It’s not about records and we did not

run more horses than we would have

planned to anyway.”

It will be fascinating to see what the

final figure for the year will be, with

October ending on 240. Across the last six

seasons, our average number of winners in

November and December respectively is 5

and 4.5. The overall record for the number

of winners trained in a year, Flat or jumps,

is the 243 achieved by jumps trainer

Martin Pipe in 1999-2000.  

Is it possible Mark could surpass that

figure too?

ANOTHER RECO
Bavardages does the talking and makes it
236 to set new record for Johnston Racing

M

Trainer Year Total

Mark Johnston 2019 236

Richard Fahey 2015 235

Richard Hannon Snr 2013 235

Richard Hannon Snr 2012 218

Richard Hannon Snr 2011 218

Mark Johnston 2009 216

Richard Hannon Snr 2008 189

Richard Hannon Snr 1993 182

Henry Cecil 1987 180

John Day Jnr 1867 146
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